
Storage Heaters ...Old Fashioned AND  Expensive to Run

 Storage heaters were originally developed to use electricity produced at night when demand was
low which would otherwise have gone to waste. The heat or charge is  built up over night and then
gradually released during the day. To encourage people to use this  heating system the electricity
companies discounted the cost of this night time electricity.   Originally they gave 7 hours discounted electricity
over night, the cheap electricity, being monitored by a separate meter and this was called  “Economy 7”. This is
still very much the standard in most of England  and parts of Scotland.

One  problem with this was that much of the heat, produced, giving a cosy house in  the morning (often when
people didn't need it especially if they were out working and the kids at school) often dispersed by the late
afternoon and evenings meaning people were either cold or had to find another method of heating to supplement
their  storage heaters. There are still about 5 million households in Britain using this system. This was even more
of a problem in Scotland with it being that bit colder which led to the introduction of a more flexible solution
which was called Total Heating Total Control or THTC.

There are over 150,000 households in Scotland who  heat their homes using THTC. This is an improvement  on
Economy 7 as it allows the storage heaters to receive top ups during the day,  controlled by a long wave radio
signal sent along with Radio 4! The idea  is that  if the weather looks like it could be particularly cold then the
heater will be given  a boost as required. However it appears some households under the THTC tariff are set to
particular times and come on whether the additional heat is required or not.

Another big plus of the THTC system apart from it heating hot water at the cheap rate, is that there are
effectively TWO supplies of cheap rate electricity one is as mentioned above controlled by others for your
storage heaters, the second a constant supply of cheap rate electricity used usually for panel heaters in the
bedrooms  and a focal point fire in the living room where  you can use  cheap rate heat instantly when you need

A bit about......

The negatives - - -
Regrettably there are a lot of negatives about storage heaters and THTC, in our opinion much more than the
positives.

The  three main problems with storage heaters is lack of control,  high power usage and the type of heat produced,
convected heat (hot air) rather than radiant heat.

Storage heaters do not respond to change in climatic conditions  very easily, if you get a mild day you could find
that you have wasted lots of money powering up that heater, producing heat which was not needed. Some people
have even been known to open the windows to let the heat out. If you then turn your storage heater off overnight
and it then turns cold, you have to wait 24 hours for it to build up a full charge again.

Many houses are empty during the day. With the bulk of the heat being available in the morning this is wasted.
When people  arrive home at night they often might find the heat has all but dissipated and they have to rely on
expensive alternative heat sources such as  fan heaters to get the room comfortable.

Although benefiting from cheap rate electricity,  storage heaters are very hungry for power with a typical heater in
the  average living room using 3.4 Kilowatts of electricity per hour!

Convected heat is wasted as it rises to the ceiling. giving a warm ceiling but it could be much colder nearer the
floor Radiant heat produced by modern heating systems, travels more  in a straight line giving a more even and
economical heat  throughout the room, just like the heat from a fire or stove.

Next page tells you how you can sometimes use THTC  with our heaters and save!
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Storage Heaters
Total Heating Total Control (THTC)

The positives++++ and the negatives- - -
People on Total Heating Total Control,  THTC,  have effectively three electricity supplies :-

 1) The cheap rate supply that  charges your storage heaters, on at night, but sometimes also on intermittently
during the day, giving boosts to your storage heater units, sometimes by timer, but often controlled by a radio
signal   Scottish & Southern Energy ( SSE or Scottish Hydro) decides, supposedly  on the basis of the weather, if
they should give a boost to the hundreds of thousands of heaters (or not) YOU HAVE NO CONTROL APART
FROM THE OFF SWITCH!!

2) The cheap rate supply that controls your panel  heaters, focal point fire in the living room (if you have one,
usually found  hard wired),  your hot water and possibly a towel rail in the bathroom

3) The “standard” supply, which is used for lights, television, cooking etc. The only problem is you are not
charged a  standard rate.You are charged a premium  over other non storage heater users, in the region  of 20-30%
So it is not really a standard  supply it is a PREMIUM PRICED  electricity supply.

 THTC customers are penalised for having access to cheap rate electricity, this seems to  happen with any dual
tariff supply, but  the premium is much higher probably  because you have access to something that other storage
heater tariff's  don't have …. A CONSTANT SUPPLY OF CHEAP RATE ELECTRICITY!

This  can be  a  valuable benefit, but most people don’t use it!  We have lost count of the number of people that
rarely use the panel heaters in the bedrooms or don’t use their focal point fire connection in the living room.

Our heaters, in many cases, can be used as an alternative to these heaters which means you don’t only get superb
economical heating, but you can often take advantage of your much  less costly power supply.

So if  you use a high  percentage of  your total energy  as cheap rate heating, the surcharge  on your standard tariff
is perhaps not too bad, Its a question  of being aware of what you have got available to you  and using it effectively

We can advise you on this as everyone's requirements are different.

Sometimes if people want only one or two of our heaters, then it is worthwhile keeping THTC
(to have THTC you should have 60% storage heaters in your house, even if you don't  use them)

If looking for a complete change to your heating, then it is usually best to change to a single tariff, this then
gives you the opportunity to shop around for the best supplier, you can’t do this with THTC as Scottish &
Southern Energy also known as  Scottish Hydro  have a monopoly on this system.

Our thoughts for THTC storage heater owners thinking about  changing to our German heating system.

● If you have smaller panel heaters in the bedroom, much smaller than storage heaters and
can be switched on and off when you want. If you rarely use them, then why change them?
No point replacing with an expensive heater that probably wont be used either.  Just
changing the storage heaters only is a cheaper alternative.

● Electrical work is fairly straightforward to change to our heating, but should be carried out
by a qualified electrician. Storage heaters need removing, existing wiring can usually be
used with minimum disruption, standard sockets can replace the blanks  where the storage
heater cable enters the wall. Some wiring changes required at your meter box.  This followed by a visit
from your electricity supplier to change from a dual to a single meter, usually free of charge….. Job done

● Now you are on a standard tariff and can shop around for the best deal on your electricity costs and save
even more. You cant do this when on THTC.
We recommend www.moneysavingexpert.com/cheapenergyclub
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